
Once upon a time there was this curious little girl named Samantha that came across a 

cocoon hanging off of the little maple tree in her backyard.  Having a clear understanding of 

what cocoons are, every day after school she would go out back to the maple tree and check, 

waiting for the special surprise to come fluttering out once the cocoon finally opened. 

 After weeks and weeks of going out back to check on this cocoon, she finally comes 

home to some ACTION.  Quickly, Samantha gets her mom to show her the cocoon and begs 

her mom for her nice camera so that she can document this wonderful day.  When she finally 

convinces her mom to lend her the camera, she runs around out back and sees that whatever 

beautiful creature was inside of this ugly, grey, puffy looking thing was about to make 

its big debut!  She sat there, with the camera clenched tightly in her little fists, waiting 

and watching this cocoon shake around for about twenty minutes before the real excitement 

came around.     

 Finally, the butterfly emerges!  The little creature violently wriggled around inside its 

wrappings until it finally broke through!  Samantha is waiting for the butterfly to get all the way 

through to take flight, only to watch it tumble to the ground.  The butterfly was born with only 

one wing.  “All of this excitement for nothing,” Samantha muttered to herself as she slowly 

turned around to bring her camera back to her mom.  But, as she’s walking away she hears a 

faint voice, 

 “Come back, don’t leave me here, I need your help.” 



 Unsure how to feel, Samantha slowly turns back around and sees the little butterfly 

waving its wing at her.  She creeps over slowly, a l i t t le nervous  or unsure if she is supposed to 

be talking to butterflies.  

 “That branch, all the way at the top, if you can take me there, the butterfly curer 

can give me a new wing, but only if you take me, I can’t fly with only one wing.” 

 Samantha decides she is going to do it.  She dedicated so much time waiting for this 

day, she is not going to let this poor butterfly lie on the ground flightless. 

	  


